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Session summary: 
 
The hour included three brief presentations on specific topics, a short talk by Betsy 
Graham, and a question-and-answer period.   
 
Using the Inventory Control Module in a Public Library - Carol Gyger 
 
The Fort Collins Public Library does not use the inventory control module for its 
intended purpose (inventory).  Instead they use it as a vehicle for transferring files of 
barcodes into review files.  The main reasons they do such barcode-to-review-file 
transfers are 1) to change the item status of a batch of items, and 2) to do an inventory 
using portable barcode scanners.  The actual transfer of barcodes can be done using one 
of two methods.  Each method was outlined, and its advantages and disadvantages were 
described.    
(see http://www.innovativeusers.org/iug2002/programs/N3/gyger.pdf ) 
 
Millennium Access Plus - Kristen Hewitt 
 
Westerville Public Library was a beta tester for MAP, which consists of three distinct 
products: WebBridge, Metafind, and WAM rewriting proxy. They will be soon 
implementing WebBridge phase 3.  Metafind was turned on for patrons in November 
2001, with passthrough searching from the Webopac in April 2002. On the main library 
website the user can choose to "Search the catalog" or "Search everywhere". The basic 
user still finds what they want, the advanced user can take advantage of more 
sophisticated tools and resources.  In response to questions, it was noted that you don't 
have to have WebBridge in order to have Metafind.  Metafind is more like an Internet 
search, a cross-reference platform independent of your catalog.  Metafind does not 
require the use of Z39.50, although some libraries may be using that.  The WAM 
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rewriting proxy has worked wonderfully.  It was implemented in February 2002 (see 
http://www.wpl.lib.oh.us/databases.html , http://catalog.wpl.lib.oh.us/ and 
http://www.wpl.lib.oh.us/innovative/publiclibraryforum.htm) 
 
Course Reserves for Public Libraries - Elizabeth Thomsen 
 
Using the course reserves module creatively, you can have an alternative location display 
in place of the call number in the web catalog.  This way users can more easily find items 
that have been temporarily pulled from their normal shelving location (such as for school 
reading lists titles, Oprah titles, holiday collections, etc.)  This also will allow you to get 
separate circ statistics for these items.  When it is time to move the items back to their 
regular location, the items will revert to their original call numbers and Itypes.  The 
details of the process, and additional ideas for using the module, are described at: Course 
Reserves in a Public Library http://www.noblenet.org/swapshop/course.htm 

 
Betsy Graham from Innovative gave a highlight of coming enhancements that would be 
of interest to public libraries.  It was also noted that: 
75% of Innovative sites are now on Release 2001 
Release 2002 phase 1 requires no downtime 
Release 2002 phase 2 will likely be ready by the end of September 2002 and will likely 
require some downtime 
Release 2002 phase 3 will focus on Acquisitions; will probably be in beta in December 
and released in early spring 2003. 
Release 2000 users need to move to 2001 before going to 2002. 
 
Betsy welcomed all suggestions, noting how helpful it is to hear customers' concerns 
while the software is still being written; suggestions can oftentimes be integrated into the 
upcoming releases.  Betsy noted that for quite some time it has been Innovative's policy 
to include at least one public library site as a beta tester.  They generally use 12-15 sites 
as beta testers.  After beta testing, there is a controlled release (40-60 libraries) to 'early 
implementers'.  Innovative hasn't really 'marketed' upcoming beta test opportunities; 
perhaps they can come up with a way for volunteer sites to make themselves known in 
the future. 
 
Comments from the audience: 
 
Would like a 'last CIRC activity' date in item record, in addition to the last activity date  
Would like to be able to turn off the 'recall' feature that comes up during the place a hold 
process 
Would like to be able to let patrons have a credit balance on fines owed 
Would like to be able to print a report of renewals transacted on the web as 'proof' of 
patron's renewal claim 
Would like improvements in MilCat to provide more label printing options so that each 
library in a group can set their own label parameters 
Would like the 'renew all' and 'cancel all' buttons to be idiot-proofed (one could perhaps 
also customize one's web page to improve patron's use) 
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Would like a 'confirm' step when renewing all items 
If something is on the hold shelf, would like a message to show patron "will hold until 
xxx date" 
Would like purchase alerts to be triggered even before item records are attached 
 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Margaret Jasinski, Arlington Heights Memorial Library  
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